Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) is regarded as an efficient tool for rare event simulation and has been applied in simulating bottom-up self-assembly processes of nanomanufacturing. Yet it has limitations to simulate top-down processes. In this paper, a new and generalized KMC mechanism, called controlled KMC or controlled KMC (cKMC), is proposed to simulate complete physical and chemical processes. This generalization is enabled by the introduction of controlled events. In contrast to the traditional self-assembly events in KMC, controlled events occur at certain times, locations, or directions, which allows all events to be modeled. A formal model of cKMC is also presented to show the generalization. The applications of cKMC to several top-down and bottom-up processes are demonstrated.
Introduction
In product and process design, computational tools allow engineers to predict behaviors of products and performance of manufacturing processes. Similar to computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) tools that have been applied in traditional manufacturing to reduce the cost and improve the quality of products, computer-aided nanomanufacturing (CANM) tools are valuable to design the process of nanomanufacturing. Computing and information technologies will play a significant role in the success of new nanomanufacturing systems. Effectiveness and efficiency must be considered early in the design cycle for maximum impact [1] . The repeatability and scalability of nanomanufacturing processes are the major challenges for the application of nanotechnology. Compared to experimental study, simulation is a costeffective way to understand the complex physical and chemical processes at nanoscales. It can help predict and correct potential manufacturing problems at early stages, thus eliminating otherwise induced wastes and costs. Simulation-based process planning and optimization in CANM thus are very necessary for the advancement of nanomanufacturing.
In general, nanomanufacturing techniques are classified as either top-down or bottom-up [2] [3] [4] . In the top-down approaches, materials are removed with low volumes and sizes down to the scale of dozens of nanometers. In the bottom-up approaches, materials are assembled under the guidance of nanoscale templates, either physically or chemically. Simulation is the core methodology of CANM. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation has been used to study top-down atomic scale machining in the past two decades [5] . MD was used to simulate nano-lithography [6, 7] and cutting with diamond tools [8] [9] [10] [11] . For other processes, MD has been used to simulate nanoindentation [12] , laser ablation of bulk materials [13] , and laser-based sintering [14] . However, the major issue of MD is its short-time scale, which is not compatible with those in nanomanufacturing. MD simulates behaviors at the time scales ranging from femto to nanoseconds. Most of the computational time in MD is spent on the thermal vibration of atoms, instead of our interested processes that are usually longer than microseconds. Those events of interest with longer time scale than thermal vibration are rare events. MD simulation is very inefficient in simulating these rare events.
Unrealistic assumptions have to be made to accommodate the time scale. For instance, extremely high cutting speed (e.g., 100 m/s) was used in the preceding MD simulation studies, which only simulate picoseconds of the processes. With such speed and time scale, the accuracy of predictions on required forces, defects, and others is affected.
To simulate the rare events of transitions or reactions, several improvements of MD have been proposed to bridge the gap of time scale and accelerate the simulation speed of rare events, such as by running multiple trajectories [15] , introducing bias potentials [16] , or increasing temperatures [17] . However, the inherent inefficiency of MD is that computational time is spent on trajectory prediction, which is not important for rare event simulations. Compared to MD, atomic scale KMC [18] is more efficient in simulating the infrequent transition processes with times longer than thermal vibrations.
In KMC, various discrete events or processes are defined. During simulation, the discrete events are generated and fired sequentially based on their respective probabilities of occurrence, which are usually assumed to be exponential distributions. This assumption is necessary to make KMC mathematically sound and theoretically tractable. These probabilities can be calculated from the reaction or transition rate constants, which could be estimated from either experiments or first-principles calculations.
KMC has been widely used to simulate chemical reactions and some of the bottom-up self-assembly processes such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and physical vapor deposition (PVD). Yet it has not been considered to simulate general nanomanufacturing processes, particularly those top-down processes. In this paper, a novel and generic KMC simulation mechanism is proposed to simulate nanomanufacturing processes. The new mechanism is called controlled kinetic Monte Carlo (cKMC). The goal is to provide an efficient and unified simulation framework for CANM to enable both top-down and bottom-up nanomanufacturing processes.
For the rest of the paper, the background of KMC is first given in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, the cKMC simulation framework is proposed and illustrated by several top-down and bottom-up processes. The implementation details are described in Sec. 4.
2.1 KMC Simulation. In KMC, various discrete events (also called processes) are defined. For instance, in the CVD process of crystal growth, the major types of events include: adsorption (particles in vapor are attracted to the solid surface), desorption (particles previously absorbed on the solid surface escape and are vaporized), diffusion (particles on the surface or in the solid move to a different location), and surface reaction (gas precursors react and generate solid products).
During KMC simulation, discrete events are generated and fired sequentially based on their respective probabilities of occurrence, which are exponential distributions in general. The transition rate (also called propensity function) a j from current state to state j is a j ¼ j expðÀDE j =k B TÞ, where k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, DE j is the energy barrier between the current state and state j, and j is the pre-exponential factor that can be measured or calculated from the vibrational frequencies, e.g., based on the harmonic transition state theory [19, 20] .
Among all M possible events leaving current state, the probability p j for event j is p j ¼ a j =a 0 where a 0 ¼ P M i¼1 a i . Because the time between two transition events of type j, T j , is exponentially distributed as T j $ exponentialða j Þ, and the probability that the inter-arrival time of event j is the minimum among M independent events is P½T j ¼ minðT 1 ; …; T M Þ ¼ a j =a 0 . Therefore random event selection is based on the uniform sampling with the selection ratio of a j =a 0 . Once event j is fired with the probability p j , the time of the system is advanced by another random value Dt $ exponentialða 0 Þ, which is the earliest occurring time for any one out of the M independent events that are exponentially distributed. That is, the clock advances by Dt ¼ ÀlnðuÞ=a 0 where u $ Uð0; 1Þ is a random number uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. Notice that the propensity functions a j 's (thus the total propensity a 0 ) and the number of available events M are time-dependent. This event selection and clock advancement algorithm is the most used one and often referred as the direct method [21] . In addition, new data structures and algorithms have been developed to improve the efficiency in searching the events [22] [23] [24] .
KMC is an effective solution for rare event simulation. Yet it faces three major technical challenges. First, ideally all events have to be known a priori and listed in the event catalog so that the dynamics of physical process can be simulated accurately. Second, during simulation, the occurring probabilities of events are assumed to be accurate and fixed. Third, the time scales of the events may vary significantly; thus computational time is not optimized to focus more on slower but critical events. Recently, some solutions were proposed to resolve some of the preceding issues. The current paper will not address these issues (see Ref. [25] for more information).
2.2 KMC Simulation of Self-Assembly Processes. In the domain of nanomanufacturing, KMC simulation has been used in some of the bottom-up processes. For PVD, it is used to simulate deposition and diffusion events in sputtering (e.g., Refs. [26, 27] ). The additional research question is how to incorporate extra information of kinetic energy in particles to make correct predictions, such as reflection, resputtering, latent heat, kinetic energy induced diffusion, and others [28] [29] [30] . Approximations based on MD and the embedded atom method are applied. For CVD processes, KMC is used to simulate onsite chemical reaction events of film growth (e.g., Refs. [31] [32] [33] [34] ) and etching (e.g., Refs. [35] [36] [37] ).
The major issue in KMC simulation of bottom-up selfassembly processes is the accuracy of reaction or transition rates used in simulation because not much experimental data are available. Alternatively, the rates can be estimated by first-principles simulation. Efforts to integrate density functional theory and KMC have been taken to simulate CVD processes of diamond growth [38] , molecular beam epitaxial growth of compound semiconductors [39] , catalytic decomposition and surface reaction [40] , and others. KMC simulation has not been applied in top-down processes. The main reason is that the traditional KMC has no direct control on where and when an event takes place. They are stochastically determined by random sampling. In top-down processes, stochastic events are mixed with deterministic ones, where precise locations of manipulation are controllable. In this paper, a generalized KMC mechanism, called controlled KMC, is proposed to simulate both bottom-up and top-down processes.
The Proposed Controlled KMC Simulation
In the bottom-up processes, the simulated events mainly include thermally or chemically induced atomic rearrangements such as diffusion, absorption, desorption, surface reaction, and abstraction. These rearrangements occur spontaneously in the form of self-assembly. Those spontaneous events are called selfassembly events. In the top-down processes, the atomic rearrangement is triggered by some external energy sources such as force or electromagnetic field. The rearrangement is further induced by self-assembly events. These external events could be scanning probe tip interaction with samples, bombardment of high-energy particles, molding materials with attractive and repulsive forces, and others. These external events are scheduled to occur at certain locations, toward certain directions, or at particular times to control the overall process. Therefore they are called controlled events. The major new concept in cKMC is the introduction of controlled events in the algorithm to simulate top-down processes in parallel with bottom-up processes.
The main parameters for both self-assembly and controlled events are how often the events occur, specified as rates. Additional parameters are introduced for controlled events, including when and where the events may occur. When controlled events occur could be deterministic. For example, in atomic force microscopy (AFM) nanolithography, the time when the cutting tip reaches one particular position along the predetermined path is fixed. Furthermore, the spatial location where a controlled event occurs could also be predetermined. For example, in kinetic energy induced diffusion (e.g., focused ion beam (FIB) and electron beam (e-beam) lithography under electromagnetic field), the preferred directions that particles move toward are fixed. Therefore in the cKMC simulation, there is a time, a direction vector, or both associated with a controlled event. As the simulation clock is advanced based on self-assembly events, controlled events are checked constantly so that those with the predetermined time earlier than the current time should be fired. If a predetermined direction is associated with a controlled event and the reaction or transition direction is different, then the event is aborted (more details will be described in the remainder of Sec. 3).
Notice that the particles in the KMC are not necessarily atoms only. They could be electrons, photons, monomers, or molecules as long as the inside structure and behavior are not of interest and assumed to be at an equilibrium state. It also should be noted that controlled events are not only necessary to simulate top-down processes but also useful for some bottom-up processes such as controlled growth of carbon nanotube with directed orientations, which so far still largely depends on MD simulation.
An Illustration With Scanning Probe Lithography.
Here the scanning probe lithography process is used to illustrate the basic idea of cKMC. For the model in Fig. 1 , besides the regular workpiece species, there is a controlled species, even though chemically they could be identical. Controlled species are species where the times of associated events are deterministic. That is, the events will be fired at prescheduled times. In this case, it is based on the moving speed of the probe. The locations of controlled species are also predetermined based on the planned scanning or cutting path. There is also a vaporized workpiece species, which escapes the solid body of workpiece in regular diffusion. In the controlled reaction of the controlled species, atoms of the controlled species are converted to activated control species based on the scheduled times sequentially. Here the probe is moving along the path denoted by the sites of controlled species along the x-axis direction from left to right. The atoms of controlled species on the left have earlier time of conversion than those on the right. The activated control species has a higher kinetic energy than the vaporized workpiece species. Therefore they are associated with controlled diffusion events. The controlled diffusion events have several restrictions, such as the controlled directions (illustrated by the dotted arrows in Fig. 1 ) by which activated atoms can diffuse to neighboring sites or by which they can interact with neighboring atoms of workpiece species. In addition, vacancy exists between occupied spatial lattices. Therefore a vacancy species can be defined. Finally, there is an absorbent species at the boundary of simulated domain, where the lifecycle of the atoms of vaporized workpiece species and controlled species are terminated.
In the simplified scanning probe lithography process in Fig. 1 , several example events are listed in Table 1 . Events are organized into several categories based on the number of neighboring sites involved. Events are denoted by reaction-like equations. The left of the equations are reactants and the right are products. The first reactant is the owner of the event, meaning that the event is associated with the site where the first reactant initially resides. After the reaction, the reactant species are replaced by the product species at the corresponding sites. Among the events in Table 1 , reaction R1 has only one site involved. It is a controlled event when the controlled species is converted to the activated controlled species based on the scheduled time along the cutting path. R2-R6 have two neighboring sites involved. R2 is the controlled diffusion event associated with activated controlled species. It models the effect of kinetic energy associated with particles transferred from the moving probe. A particle of activated controlled species can diffuse to a vacant neighboring site if the direction from the current site to the vacant site is aligned with the controlled direction. In contrast, R3 and R4 are regular diffusion events without directional constraints. R5 and R6 absorb particles at the boundary of simulation. When vaporized workpiece species and activated control species approach absorbent species at the boundary of simulation domain, they are removed from the domain and the corresponding sites become vacant. Among the reactions with three reactants, R7 is a coordinated diffusion event where three sites are involved. It has been revealed by firstprinciples simulation that coordinated diffusion with multiple sites involved could have lower energy barriers than the traditional single-hop diffusion (e.g., in R4) as originally thought [41, 42] . R8 is an adsorption event. When an atom of vaporized workpiece species is surrounded by two atoms of workpiece species, it has a chance to be attached to the solid surface. For reactions with four reactants, R9 is an example interaction between the activated controlled species and the workpiece species where kinetic energy is transferred. R10 is another absorption event when an atom of vaporized workpiece species is surrounded by three atoms of workpiece species. The kinetic energy of the atom is absorbed, and it settles down onto the solid surface. It should be noted that Table 1 only lists some examples. More events can be introduced in a similar format, which allows for necessary refinement and extension.
The controlled events can be generally used in various complex top-down fabrication processes. In MD simulation, special treatments of potential energy between atoms of workpiece and tool are needed so that the rapid movement of atoms can be modeled. Here controlled events are used to model the special movement of atoms under directional constraints.
3.2 Detailed cKMC Algorithm. The key components of the cKMC are the controlled species and controlled events. Controlled species can be specified by an input script control_species reactant rate product x y z neighbor_lower neighbor_upper init_-time where control_species is the command, reactant is the name of controlled species, product is the resultant species in the controlled reaction, rate is the numerical value of reaction rate, and x, y and z specify the direction along which the reaction occur. That is, the reactants of controlled species react and convert to products Table 1 Example events in scanning probe lithography
Number of sites involved
Reaction/transition event 1 R1: controlled_species ! activated_controlled_species (controlled) 2 R2: activated_controlled_species þ vacancy ! vacancy þ activated_controlled_species (controlled) R3: vaporized_workpiece_species þ vacancy ! vacancy þ vaporized_workpiece_species R4: workpiece_species þ vacancy ! vacancy þ workpiece_species R5: vaporized_workpiece_species þ absorbent ! vacancy þ absorbent R6: activated_controlled_species þ absorbent ! vacancy þ absorbent 3 R7: workpiece_species þ workpiece_species þ vacancy ! vacancy þ workpiece_species þ workpiece_species R8: vaporized_workpiece_species þ workpiece_species þ workpiece_species ! workpiece_species þ workpiece_species þ workpiece_species 4 R9: activated_controlled_species þ workpiece_species þ vacancy þ vacancy ! vacancy þ workpiece_species þ vacancy þ vaporized_workpiece_species R10: activated_controlled_species þ workpiece_species þ workpiece_species þ workpiece_species ! workpiece_species þ workpiece_species þ workpiece_species þ workpiece_species sequentially along the specified direction at the rate. The next two integer values, neighbor_lower and neighbor_upper specify the lower and upper bounds of neighboring sites where the controlled species may react. If the number of its neighbors is not within the bound, the controlled reaction is not initiated. This provides more controls on where controlled reactions can occur. Finally init_time specifies when the controlled reaction is started. Similarly events can be specified by the input script event reactant_1 (reactant_2, etc.) rate product_1 (product_2, etc.) where event is the command, rate is the numerical value of reaction rate, and corresponding reactants and products at the particular site are defined. For instance, after the event is fired, reactant_1 is replaced by product_1, reactant_2 by product_2, and so on.
Controlled events are specified in two types. The first type is by the direction along which the reaction is going toward, and the second one is by the target location where the reaction is targeted at. The input script is control_event index dx dy dz x 0 y 0 z 0 theta neighbor_lower neighbor_upper" where control_event is the command, index refers to the event index previously specified by the command event, dx, dy and dz specify the direction which the first and second reactants should be aligned with, and theta is an angular allowance such that the direction formed by the first and second reactants can be within the range of 6 theta and the reaction still occurs. In other words, the controlled events provide directional selections of events. Controlled events are only fired if the direction formed by the first two reactants is the specified direction or close enough within the 6 theta range. Before a controlled event is inserted into the event list, the directional criterion is checked. Those controlled events that do not satisfy the constraints are disregarded. When dx ¼ dy ¼ dz ¼ 0, x 0 , y 0 , and z 0 take effect, and they specify the target location by which the direction of reaction is from the current site to the target location. Two cases can be specified. When theta is positive, the reaction direction "converges" toward the target location. When theta is negative, the reaction direction "diverges" away from the target location. Similarly, if the direction formed by the first two reactants is far from the specified, events are discarded. Again, neighbor_lower and neighbor_upper specify the lower and upper bounds of neighboring sites where the controlled event may occur. Therefore rather than directly modeling kinetic energy, controlled events provide a directional selection for cKMC.
Before a simulation starts, all species, sites, and events are specified by script commands. Internally species, controlled species, events, controlled events, reaction sites, and others are stored in array-type data structures. For each site where a controlled species resides, there is an associated key value, which usually is the time when the controlled reaction occurs at site j of controlled species i, which is calculated as t ij ¼ t Transactions of the ASME where t 0 i is the reaction start time for controlled species i as previously specified by init_time, r ij is the three-dimensional coordinate of site j of ith controlled species, s i is the direction of controlled reaction for controlled species i, d i is calculated as d i ¼ min j ðr ij Á s i Þ, and a i is the reaction rate for controlled species i. In this way, the sites of controlled species are sorted based on the keyvalues corresponding to the reaction direction so that the controlled reactions can be fired deterministically and the time is controllable. Nevertheless, keyvalues can be values other than times if necessary. Table 2 lists the pseudocode of the cKMC algorithm.
The Formal Model of cKMC.
In this section, a formal model of cKMC is provided as a rigorous proof that cKMC is a generalization of the conventional KMC. Suppose that a system consisting of N state variables that form the state vector XðtÞ ¼ ðX 1 ðtÞ; …; X N ðtÞÞ 2 Z N þ at time t where Z þ ¼ N [ f0g is the set of non-negative integers. There are a total of M events or reaction channels R j 's (j ¼ 1; …; M), each of which is characterized by a propensity function a j ðXðtÞ ¼ xÞ or a j ðxÞ given the current state x, where a j : Z N þ ! R þ , and its state change vector v j ¼ ðv j1 ; …; v jN Þ. a j ðXðtÞÞ indicates how likely event R j will be fired in the next infinitesimal time interval and transit out of the current state, defined as pðXðt þ dÞjXðtÞÞ ¼ a j ðXðtÞÞd þ oðdÞ where lim d!0 oðdÞ=d ¼ 0, and oð0Þ ¼ 0. From the sum of propensity function a 0 ðXðtÞÞ ¼ P M j¼1 a j ðXðtÞÞ, the probability of firing R j at time t is PðR j ; tÞ ¼ a j ðXðtÞÞ=a 0 ðXðtÞÞ.
The theoretical model of KMC, the chemical master equation, states that
where pðXðtÞ ¼ xjXðt 0 Þ ¼ x 0 Þ is the probability of XðtÞ ¼ x given the initial distribution Xðt 0 Þ ¼ x 0 . Equation (1) describes the evolution of the probability distribution of the system, which has the Markov property. It also models a continuous-time Markov chain. For a particular set of states fx d g and times ft k g for which controlled events R C 's are defined, a C ðx d ; t k Þ ¼ dðt À t k Þ where dðtÞ is the Dirac delta function. That is, when a prescheduled deterministic event occurs, the corresponding rate for R C is a C ðx d ; t k Þ ¼ 1. Therefore the probability that R C is fired is one. Equation (1) generally describes the evolution of the probability distribution of the system modeled by cKMC. When fx d g ¼ 1 and ft k g ¼ 1, cKMC just becomes the classical KMC.
More Examples of cKMC With Controlled Events

FIB.
In FIB, high-energy particles such as ions or electrons are projected to workpieces to modify structures locally via physical or chemical interactions. The obvious advantage of KMC approaches is that chemical reactions can be simulated easily. The proposed cKMC can simultaneously simulate the controlled physical interactions and chemical reactions. Therefore more complex processes such as FIB assisted chemical vapor deposition can be simulated in the same way.
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the controlled species is the source of ions (e.g., gallium and gold/silicon alloy) or electron beams. They are selectively allocated to some lattice locations based on the specified milling path. When the controlled species is activated based on its predetermined schedule, it becomes the ion or electron that diffuses in the specified direction. When ions or electrons hit workpiece species, kinetic energy is transferred and gas molecules of workpiece species are generated. Chemical reaction and electron transfer can also be involved. For instance, the secondary ions of workpiece species and electrons can be generated. Table 3 lists some examples of FIB lithography processes, assuming gallium ion is applied. R1 is the controlled event where gallium ions Ga þ are generated according to the predetermined schedule. The locations of the controlled species Ga_src are also predetermined based on the milling path. R2 is the controlled trajectory of ions. R3-R6 are desorption paths of vaporized Table 3 Example events in FIB lithography processes
Number of sites involved
Reaction/transition event
workpiece species, secondary ions of workpiece species, neutralized gallium, and electrons, respectively. If the directions of paths are known, they can be controlled events too. R7-R10 define the simulation boundary. R11-R12 are examples of interaction between gallium ions and workpiece.
Nanoimprint Lithography (NIL)
. NIL is a promising approach to achieve high-precision high-throughput nanoscale patterning. Figure 3 illustrates the cKMC simulation of NIL. The mold may be represented by several controlled species at different locations. In the example shown in Fig. 3 , the mold moves in the y direction. Equivalently in the implemented model, the controlled species are converted to vacancies gradually from bottom to top based on the specified speed. The interaction between the mold and the resist mobilizes the resist particles, which results in the situation that the geometry of pattern is not perfectly printed. Table 4 shows some example events in the NIL process. R1 and R2 are controlled events where the controlled species are converted to vacancies in a controlled and deterministic manner. R3 characterizes the diffusion of mobilized resist species. R4 defines the boundary of simulated domains. R5 and R6 capture the interaction between the mold and the resist, where resist species may be mobilized. R7 is the adsorption process where mobilized resist species settle down. In summary, it has been shown in this section how the proposed cKMC mechanism can be used to simulate top-down processes. Scanning probe lithography, FIB, and NIL are used to illustrate the mechanism. For soft lithography, it is similar to the nanoimprint lithography except that the detailed events and reaction rates need to be fine-tuned to reflect the specific processes. For photosynthesis type of processes, it is similar to the NIL where photons replace ions. Local self-assembly and chemical reactions can be easily incorporated as either self-assembly or controlled events.
Bottom-up processes can also be simulated by the cKMC simulation. In traditional KMC, bottom-up processes are simulated based on self-assembly events. Controlled events are useful in simulating some of the bottom-up processes, where traditional KMC is not capable of. For instance, in ultraviolet (UV) ablation of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) [43] , radical photochemical reactions cause bond-breaks with new species generated, explosion of volumes, and particles ejected. In these cases, controlled events are reactions at selected locations. At a lower UV energy level, photothermal effects will cause melting and evaporation. Controlled events in this case are thermal diffusions. In ionized PVD, plasma particles only move within a confined space subject to electromagnetic fields to ionize vaporized metals. Ionized inert gas molecules such as argon travel and hit target metals under the guidance of electrical fields. These are also controlled events. In the following Sec. 3.4.3, ionized PVD is used to show how cKMC can simulate complete bottom-up processes.
Ionized PVD.
Ionized PVD is an extension of the PVD technology that can achieve directional deposition of metals on substrates with high-aspect ratio features, such as vias and trenches. In the traditional PVD, it is difficult to let metal vapor travel deep enough into the bottom of vias. In ionized PVD, the sputtered or evaporated metal atoms go through the plasma sheath above substrate and ionized. External electrical field then guide ionized metal gas that can travel toward the bottom of vias.
The cKMC simulation of ionized PVD is shown in Fig. 4 . There are an electron source and an argon gas source that inject electrons and argon gas into the domain. The plasma is generated and confined between the target and the substrate. Some examples of events are listed in Table 5 . R1 and R2 are injection of argon gas and electrons. R3 to R5 are diffusions of argon (Ar), argon at the excited state (Ar*), and ionized argon (Ar þ ), respectively. Ar* is generated by collision between electron and argon as in R10, and Ar þ is generated by collision between electron and Ar* as in R11. Similarly, R6 to R8 are diffusions of metal (M), metal at the excited state (M*), and ionized metal (M þ ), respectively. M* is generated by collision between electron and metal as in R12, and M þ is generated by collision between electron and M* as in R13. Particularly, the diffusions of ionized argon (R5) and ionized metal (R8) are controlled events where the directions are controllable. R10 to R13 are also controlled where the collisions with electrons are toward the confined space of plasma sheath. R14 and R15 are adsorption events. Among events where three sites are involved, R16 and R17 are one-step ionization, where ionized argon and metal are generated from argon and metal directly without intermediate excited states. R18 is the metal ionization by collision with argon at the excited state. R19 is the bombardment of the target by ionized argon gas and metal atoms are sputtered out of the target. R20 to R23 are also adsorption events.
4 Implementation and Demonstration 4.1 Implementation. The proposed cKMC is implemented in Cþþ and integrated with SPPARKS [44] , which is an opensource KMC toolbox developed at the Sandia National Laboratories. Table 4 Example events in nanoimprint lithography processes
Number of sites involved
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the cKMC simulation, two examples of NIL are used. Figure 5 (a) shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a PMMA strip imprinted by a silicon dioxide mold [45] . The width of strips is about 70 nm. Figure 5(b) shows the result of cKMC simulation. A total of 590,400 sites are made in the model. One half of the sites are face centered cubic (fcc), and the other half are octahedral interstitial (octa). Each fcc site has 12 fcc and 6 octa neighbors, and each octa site has 6 fcc and 12 octa neighbors. The fcc sites are for the locations of regular particles, whereas the octa sites are for the particles with high kinetic energy and faster diffusion. Each particle has a diameter of 7 nm.
Compared to other top-down processes, NIL is more complex. Therefore it is chosen to demonstrate the sophistication that cKMC can achieve. When the deformation of resist is not significant as in scanning probe lithography and FIB, some of the controlled events for kinetic energy and mass transfer can be omitted in simulation, and the model can be further simplified.
The species and events used in the simulation are listed in Table 6 . Figure 5(c) shows the different species in the simulation. Before the simulation starts, controlled species path1 defines the top-down traveling paths for the arrays of columns, whereas controlled species path2 defines the paths for the top portion of the mold. As simulation starts, path1 converts to path1_active at a preset speed specified by R1, similarly for path2 specified by R2, as the mold moves down. R3 and R4 model the upward movement of mold after it reaches the target position in press. Events of R3 and R4 start when the simulation clock reaches a preset time. Species path1_active is used to model the kinetic energy transfer between columns and resist while the mold is being pressed down, as shown R5. The fcc and octa indicate the sites where the reactants and products reside. As the mold moves down in R5, the column of mold presses resist toward sides and mobilized_resist at an octa site is created, which has high kinetic energy. R8 and R11 model the resist particles being dislocated to vacant space, and at the same time, path1_active is converted to mold1 that will be used in the upward movement of the mold later. These events mainly occur at the boundary of column where vacancy is available. For the inner portion of the column, the controlled event R5 models kinetic energy. The direction of the event diverges away from the center of the column. The mass transport is modeled as diffusion of mobilized_resist with high kinetic energy through octa sites as in R8.
R6 is a controlled event for the settling of mobilized_resist with the downward direction because of gravity. R7 defines the boundary of simulation domain. R9 and R10 model the repulsive interaction between the mold and resist. R12 captures the kinetic energy transfer from high-energy mobilized_resist to low-energy mobilized_resist. R13 is the diffusion of mobilized_resist with low kinetic energy, and R14 models the coordinated diffusion between two particles. R15 and R16 model the attractive interaction between the mold and resist. Finally R17 captures the cluster formation of resist. Notice that these 17 events are by no means exhaustive. More events can be identified and included to make the model more realistic at the cost of simulation time. A total of 7,160,284 events were fired within 11,340 central processing unit (CPU) seconds s or 3.15 hrs on a single-processor computer. 
Surface roughness and surface angles are used to compare the simulation result with the experiment. The reported roughness of the top surface in the experiment is about 3 nm [45] . As shown in Fig. 5(d) , the roughness of the top surface in simulation is measured by the differences of Y coordinates of the 461 particles' on the top surface. The maximum difference between the Y coordinates is 7 nm. The root mean square of the differences between the coordinates and the average is 3.5 nm. The angle between the top and side surfaces is also compared. As shown in Fig. 5(d) , 2007 particles are extracted as the side surface. The x, y, and z coordinates of the centers of these particles are taken to construct a planar surface with least-square-error fitting. The angle a between the fitted side plane and the top plane is calculated as 92.32 deg. The measured angle is reported to be about 90 deg [45] .
As a second example, Fig. 6(a) shows a SEM image of a PMMA layer imprinted by a Chromium (Cr) stamp with an array of columns [46] . The columns have diameters of 50 nm and heights of 60 nm. The array of columns has a 100 nm period. Figure 6(b) shows the constructed cKMC model, which consists of 223,200 fcc sites and 223,200 octa sites. Figure 6(b) shows the simulation result when the simulation stops and the mold moves upward back to a specific position. Compared to the previous cKMC model of NIL, the geometry of this model is different. Different rate values for events were chosen to model different kinetics and material properties. For instance, the rates for R6, R8, R12, R13, R14, R15, and R17 are 0.001, 0.001, 1.0, 1.0, 5.0, 0.01, and 10.0, respectively in the second model. Additional events for coordinated diffusion of high-energy particles and energy transfer were also introduced, as listed in Table 7 . In the simulation, the total time used to fire a total of 3,032,195 events is 5962 CPU seconds or 1.66 hrs on a single-processor computer. Note that the simulation time is directly proportional to the number of events fired instead of real wall time in physical processes. The cKMC can also be parallelized and run on multiprocessor computers to reduce simulation times.
The generated pattern profile from simulation is compared with one from the SEM image, as shown in Fig. 6(c) . The edge of the profile in the SEM image is detected by applying the Prewitt filter. The continuous profile is fitted from the discrete pixel positions by the so-called smoothing spline method with the combination of the least-square error regression and a smoothness criterion. The profile of the simulation is first extracted as discrete positions of particles, then the smoothing spline method is also applied.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, a generalized KMC mechanism, called controlled KMC, is introduced to simulate both top-down and bottom-up nanomanufacturing processes. A new concept of controlled event is introduced into the new cKMC mechanism so that events occurring at particular times, locations, or directions can be specified. Controlled event provides the mechanism of coupling deterministic processes with stochastic ones. Together with the traditional self-assembly events, controlled events can simulate complete physical and chemical processes. The cKMC mechanism is implemented and demonstrated by lattice-based examples of scanning probe lithography, FIB, NIL, and ionized PVD.
It should be emphasized that the purpose of the examples given in the paper is to demonstrate the feasibility of the new simulation mechanism for different processes. To accurately simulate a particular process, domain knowledge of the process is required to calibrate the input parameters and validate simulation models by comparing simulation outputs such as geometry accuracy, surface quality, and processing time with experimental results before they can be applied for prediction. Simulation specialists need to work with domain experts for specific processes. The most important factor to accurately simulate various nanomanufacturing processes with the generic cKMC mechanism is to find simulation Table 7 Additional events of the cKMC model in Fig. 6 Reaction/transition event Rate (octa) mobilized_resist þ (fcc) resist þ (octa) vacancy ! vacancy þ mobilized_resist þ mobilized_resist 1.0 (fcc) mobilized_resist þ (fcc) mobilized_resist þ (fcc) resist ! mobilized_resist þ mobilized_resist þ mobilized_resist 1.0 (fcc) mobilized_resist þ (fcc) mobilized_resist þ (fcc) resist ! resist þ resist þ resist 5.0 parameters, including a complete list of all possible events and the associated propensities or rates; this is the main limitation of KMC. This identification process usually requires full understanding the physical processes. If there is a lack of full understanding, first-principles simulation approaches may be applied to gain such insights. The inputs of KMC models include events and rates. Reaction or transition events and the associated rates can be found and calibrated by either physical experiments empirically or firstprinciples simulation. Rather than the absolute values of rates, it is the relative differences among the rates that affect the simulation results because the selection of events in the KMC mechanism is based on the relative differences. For controlled events, the selection is further constrained by the time, location, or direction according to the accept-rejection scheme.
Sensitivity analysis is necessary for accurate cKMC simulation of a specific nanomanufacturing process. The sensitivity of simulation prediction with respect to the variation of inputs requires extensive computational experiments. In this study, it is found that simulation results are sensitively dependent on the rates of both controlled and self-assembly events. If necessary, extremely small or large rates can be chosen to ensure that events are fired immediately or nearly never will be fired.
